Initial cell search and selection is one of the first few essential steps that a mobile device must perform to access a mobile network. The traditional maximum received power based initial cell selection may result in unbalanced loads across the cells in multi-tier heterogeneous 5G networks with millimeter wave. The objective of this work is to improve the initial cell search and selection scheme to achieve a more balanced load distribution in 5G networks. We propose to augment the existing pure maximum received power based scheme with a new load factor broadcast as part of system information. To study the theoretical performance of the proposed initial cell search and selection scheme, we formulate a throughput optimization problem and solve it by using optimal stopping theory. We characterize the throughput optimal stopping strategy and the attained maximum throughput. We prove that the proposed initial cell search and selection scheme is throughput optimal with a carefully optimized connection threshold. The optimal connection threshold and maximum throughput can be found by solving a fixed point equation. We further develop an iterative algorithm to compute the solution to the fixed point equation and prove the convergence of the proposed iterative algorithm. We also provide simulation results to demonstrate the analytical results and obtain insights. Our analysis and results show that the proposed initial cell search and selection scheme can help achieve a more balanced load distribution in 5G networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
In June 2018, the third-generation partnership project (3GPP) approved the technical specifications for the standalone version of the 5th generation (5G) wireless access technology, known as new radio (NR) [1] . Meanwhile, 3GPP continues evolving long-term evolution (LTE) to meet 5G requirements. In this paper, we study initial cell search and selection in 5G networks to achieve better load balancing and optimized throughput performance.
In cellular networks, a user equipment (UE) needs to perform essential cell search and selection prior to data communication. Cell search usually involves two steps: 1) search and acquire synchronization to a cell, and 2) decode system information that contains essential information for accessing the cell [2] . In initial cell search, the UE shall search for the strongest cell [3] . Once the UE finds an appropriate cell, it can
The associate editor coordinating the review of this article and approving it for publication was Irfan Ahmed. select the cell and proceed to establish a connection with the cell by performing random access [4] .
Although the received power based initial cell selection works well in single-tier homogeneous networks, it may result in unbalanced loads across the cells in multi-tier heterogeneous networks where the base stations (BSs) of small cells have much lower transmit powers than the BSs of macro cells [5] , [6] . Further, millimeter wave (mmWave) is a distinct feature of 5G networks [1] , [7] . MmWave communication utilizes the large chunks of spectrum resources in the mmWave bands (30-300 GHz) to achieve multi-Gbps data rates [8] . The load imbalance issue may become more serious in 5G networks where small cells would likely operate on the mmWave spectrum. If there were few connections in the mmWave small cells, the abundant radio resources brought by mmWave spectrum would not be sufficiently utilized.
Cell selection in 5G networks has drawn much interest in the past few years. We overview a few exemplary works related to our discussions herein. The work [9] proposed a centralized joint cell selection and scheduling policy for ultra-reliable low latency communication (URLLC) in the context of 5G NR networks. In [10] , the authors also aimed to optimize latency in 5G heterogeneous networks by proposing a Bayesian cell selection algorithm that incorporates access nodes capabilities and UE traffic type. The cell selection in 5G heterogeneous networks was analyzed in [11] using a non-cooperative game-theoretic framework with a mixed strategy Nash equilibrium method. The authors in [12] also studied cell association in a two-tier 5G heterogeneous network by using an evolutionary game approach. In the context of LTE advanced heterogeneous networks, the work [13] addressed the cell selection and resource allocation optimization problem by dynamic programming. The work [14] considered 5G cooperative cellular communication and proposed to use adaptive heading prediction of moving path for user-centric cell selection. In [15] , the authors proposed a dynamic serving cell selection scheme based on channel state information and cell load for multi-connectivity in a 5G ultra dense network. To manage the interference in an ultra-dense network setting, the work [16] proposed joint dynamic cell selection and link scheduling to schedule a subset of non-interfering transmitter-receiver links. In [17] , the authors derived a cell selection policy that takes into account the cost of potential handovers for 5G mmWave networks. Similarly, the work [18] proposed a cell selection scheme based on sojourn time estimation to reduce the unnecessary handovers in ultra-dense networks. A joint user association, admission control, and power allocation problem in a heterogeneous cloud radio access network was considered in [19] to maximize overall network throughput. In [20] , the authors also considered cloud-based radio access network and studied how to jointly optimize cell selection and base station resource allocation to enhance quality of service in a coordinated multi-point transmission (CoMP) setting. In this paper, we adopt an optimal stopping approach to cell selection in 5G networks. To the best of our knowledge, optimal stopping theory has not previously been used to tackle cell selection in 5G networks.
Optimal stopping theory is about determining a time to take a given action based on causal observations to maximize an expected reward [21] , [22] . The application of optimal stopping theory to wireless communications and networking can be found in a diverse set of problems [23] - [32] . For example, the early work [23] applies optimal stopping theory to study joint probing and transmission strategies to maximize the system throughput in a broadcast fading channel. More recently, optimal stopping theory has been used to study emerging problems in the areas such as mmWave cellular systems [30] , energy harvesting based wireless networks [31] , coexistence of heterogeneous networks in TV white space [32] , and cellular in unlicensed spectrum [33] .
The objective of this work is to improve the initial cell search and selection scheme to achieve a more balanced load distribution in 5G networks. The main contributions of this paper are as follows.
• A load-aware initial cell search and selection scheme:
We propose a load-aware initial cell search and selection scheme to achieve a more balanced load distribution in 5G networks. In the proposed scheme, cell load information is included in the broadcast system information to facilitate initial cell search and selection. The proposed scheme augments the existing pure received power based initial cell search and selection scheme with a new load factor broadcast as part of the system information. This equips the networks with a powerful access control method that facilitates load balancing.
• Theoretical analysis of the proposed initial cell search and selection scheme: We study the theoretical performance of the proposed initial cell search and selection scheme. We formulate a throughput optimization problem. Using the optimal stopping theory [21] , [22] , we cast the problem as a maximal rate of return problem. We characterize the throughput optimal stopping strategy and the attained maximum throughput. The results show that the proposed initial cell search and selection scheme is throughput optimal with a carefully optimized connection threshold.
• An iterative algorithm for calculating optimal connection threshold: The optimal connection threshold and maximum throughput can be found by solving a fixed point equation. The fixed point equation in general does not admit a closed-form solution. We further provide an alternative characterization of the optimal throughput and use it to develop an iterative algorithm to compute the solution to the fixed point equation.
We also prove the convergence of the proposed iterative algorithm.
This rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the proposed initial cell search and selection scheme. Section III introduces the system model and mathematically formulates the problem. Section IV analyzes the problem in detail using optimal stopping theory. Section V provides simulation results to demonstrate the analytical results and obtain insights. Finally, Section VI presents our conclusions.
II. PROPOSED INITIAL CELL SEARCH AND SELECTION
We first describe the existing initial cell selection procedure in 5G NR, which is specified in 3GPP technical specification 38.304 [34] . For initial cell selection, UE shall scan all radio frequency channels in the NR bands based on its capabilities to find a suitable cell. The UE searches for the strongest cell on each frequency. Once the UE finds a suitable cell, the UE selects the cell. In short, similar to 4G LTE [3] , the initial cell selection procedure in 5G NR is still largely based on the received powers. As pointed out in Section I, the received power based initial cell selection may result in unbalanced loads across the cells in multi-tier heterogeneous 5G net-works, especially when small cells operate on the mmWave spectrum.
To achieve a more balanced load distribution in 5G networks, we propose that some cell load information is included in the broadcast system information to facilitate initial cell search and selection. Such load information may take various forms such as the number of connections in the cell, the available bandwidth, or the expected scheduling probability. To reduce access latency, the load information shall be broadcast in the first system information block. Such system information block usually consists of a limited number of important bits that shall be read by all the UEs before accessing the cell.
For concreteness, we assume that each cell i broadcasts the expected scheduling probability β i ∈ [0, 1] to control UE access. In other words, β i would be treated by UE in the initial cell search and selection as the expected scheduling probability if the UE camps on the cell. The proposed expected scheduling probability may be considered as ''soft'' access barring. Access barring has been used in cellular networks to reduce the access load in case of an overload situation [35] . Compared to the existing access barring that takes a boolean value (i.e., access allowed or denied), the proposed expected scheduling probability takes value in [0, 1] and thus is a soft access barring scheme.
We are now in a position to describe the proposed initial cell search and selection scheme. When examining a cell i, UE first obtains synchronization and measures the corresponding received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) from the BS. If the measured received SNR from BS i (denoted as SNR i ) is below some threshold , UE stops examining the current cell i and starts to examine another cell. Here, the threshold is introduced to avoid selecting a cell with a too low SNR that may lead to poor link quality. If SNR i ≥ , UE proceeds with decoding the first system information block to extract the cell load information, i.e., the expected scheduling probability β i . Then UE computes the selection metric denoted as R i as follows:
If R i is greater than or equal to some connection threshold µ, UE selects the cell i and completes the cell search and selection process. Otherwise, UE repeats the process with another cell. The proposed initial cell search and selection scheme is illustrated in Figure 1 . It is simple yet powerful. It augments the existing pure received power based scheme with a new load factor broadcast as part of the system information. It is up to the BS to decide and broadcast the value of the load factor, i.e., the expected scheduling probability β i . For example, assuming that the number of active UEs served by BS i is M i , a UE in the initial cell search may expect its scheduling probability to be 1/(M i +1) if it selects BS i as its serving cell. Therefore, the value of β i broadcast by BS i may be chosen to be 1/(M i + 1). As an illustrative example, Figure 2 shows a realization of load distribution under different association schemes in a two-tier network. In the network, a macro BS is located at the center (0, 0) m, four micro BSs are respectively located at (100, 100) m, (−100, 100) m, (−100, −100) m, and (100, −100) m, and 100 UEs are uniformly distributed. The macro BS operates in the 2 GHz band with 20 MHz carrier bandwidth, and the four micro BSs operate in the 39 GHz band with 1 GHz carrier bandwidth. The transmit powers of the macro BS and the micro BSs are respectively 46 dBm and 23 dBm. A total 30 dB beamforming gain is assumed for each link between micro BSs and UEs. The noise power spectral density is −174 dBm/Hz. The UE noise figure is 9 dB. The path loss of each link is equal to 20 log 10 4π + α · 10 log 10 (d) dB, where is the wavelength, α = 3.8 is the path loss factor, and d is the length of the radio link. Each link is also subject to a random log-normal shadowing with 7 dB standard deviation. Figure 2 (a) shows the load distribution under maxreceived-power association. The number of UEs selecting the macro BS is 76, while the numbers of UEs selecting the four micro BSs are 5, 4, 6, and 9, respectively. Figure 2 (b) shows the load distribution under max-SNR association. Due to the high noise floor associated with the large mmWave bandwidth, the numbers of UEs selecting the four micro BSs become even fewer. Specifically, in Figure 2 (b), the number of UEs selecting the macro BS is 97, while the numbers of UEs selecting the four micro BSs are 1, 1, 0, and 1, respectively. Figure 2 (c) shows the load distribution under the proposed max-selection-metric association, with the selection metric defined in (1) . In this simulation, the value of β i broadcast by BS i is equal to 1/(M i + 1). Initially, M i = 0. UE performs cell selection one by one. If a UE selects BS i, M i is incremented by 1, and β i is updated accordingly. For the purpose of illustration, the SNR threshold is set to be −∞, and the connection threshold µ of each UE is chosen such that each UE selects the BS that yields the maximum value of the selection metric for the UE. In Figure 2 respectively. Clearly, compared to the load distribution in Figure 2 (a) or Figure 2 (b), this is a much more balanced load distribution that sufficiently utilizes the abundant radio resources brought by the mmWave spectrum.
This proposed scheme equips the networks with a powerful access control method that facilitates load balancing. Further, as will be shown later, the proposed scheme is throughput optimal with a carefully selected connection threshold µ.
Note that it is also up to the BS to schedule the radio resources for each connected UE. In particular, the actual scheduling probability or the allocated radio resources of a UE can deviate from the expected scheduling probability broadcast as part of the system information.
III. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we describe a system model and formulate a throughput optimization problem for the initial cell search and selection scheme proposed in Section II.
A. SYNCHRONIZATION
In 5G networks, UE needs to determine the transmit spatial signature of a candidate BS and its corresponding receive spatial signature. We assume that UE learns the beamforming directions by detecting synchronization signals. Specifically, BSs periodically broadcast known synchronization signals with a period of T syn seconds. To enable the detection of beamforming directions, each BS cycles through its set of transmit spatial signatures, and each UE also cycles through its set of receive spatial signatures. In a nutshell, denoting by L the number of possible transmit-receive spatial signature pairs, each beamforming scan cycle takes LT syn seconds.
The described synchronization model is general and flexible. For example, assume that each BS and each UE are equipped with an antenna array with N bs antennas and N ue antennas, respectively. Accordingly, N bs and N ue orthogonal beamspace directions are available at the BS and the UE, respectively. If both the BS and the UE scan over all the orthogonal beamspace directions, L = N bs N ue . If the BS scans over all the orthogonal beamspace directions but the UE uses an omni-directional or fixed antenna pattern, L = N bs . On the contrary, L = N ue if the UE scans over all the orthogonal beamspace directions but the BS uses an omni-directional or fixed antenna pattern. If both the BS and the UE use omni-directional or fixed antenna patterns, L = 1.
Synchronization channels are usually designed to enable high detection rate at very low SNR. Therefore, for simplicity we assume that each UE is able to obtain synchronization and determine the beamforming directions after a beamforming scan cycle.
B. EXTRACTING CELL LOAD INFORMATION
We assume that BSs periodically broadcast the system information block containing cell load information with a period of T sib seconds. Without loss of generality, we assume T sib ≥ T syn ; the analysis in this paper can be straightforwardly extended to the case T sib < T syn . The period T sib is further chosen such that T sib /T syn is an integer, facilitating the alignment of synchronization signals and system information broadcast channels. In particular, each system information broadcast channel can be positioned right after a synchronization signal. This minimizes the waiting time between a synchronization signal and a system information broadcast channel, leading to reduced latency of initial cell search and selection. In the upper part of Figure 3 , we give an illustration of the transmission schedule of synchronization signal and system information. We can see that in this illustration example the period T sib of system information block is twice as large as the period T syn of synchronization signal. So each system information broadcast channel comes right after every other synchronization signal.
Similar to synchronization channels, system information broadcast channels are usually designed to cover UEs with low SNR. Therefore, for simplicity we assume that each UE is able to decode the system information block and extract cell load information in one shot.
C. RANDOM ACCESS PROCEDURE AND DATA COMMUNICATION
After UE finishes initial cell search and selection, it can initiate the random access procedure by transmitting a random access preamble to the selected BS. Once the random access procedure is completed, a connection between the UE and the BS is established, after which data communication may be scheduled.
We assume for simplicity that the random access procedure takes a fixed time of T ra seconds. We focus on downlink data communication and assume that it lasts for a time duration of T data seconds.
D. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Consider a full communication period, during which a UE searches for n cells in the initial cell search and then selects a cell for the random access and data communication. Let T n be the duration of the period. It follows that
where Y i denotes the duration between the time instant that UE starts searching for cell i and the time instant that UE finds the first synchronization signal of cell i, and Z i denotes the duration between the start of the last synchronization signal that the UE searches in cell i and the start of the following system information broadcast channel that the UE tries to decode in cell i.
In the lower part of Figure 3 , we give an illustration of a communication period during which UE searches for n cells.
• For searching cell 1, UE first spends a time of Y 1 to find the first synchronization signal of cell 1. Then the UE spends a duration of (L − 1)T syn to scan through beamforming pairs. The UE finds that SNR 1 ≥ and thus proceeds with decoding the system information block to extract the cell load information, which consumes a duration of Z 1 . After extracting cell load information, UE computes selection metric R 1 and finds that R 1 is less than the connection threshold µ. So UE proceeds to search for the next cell.
• For searching cell 2, UE first spends a time of Y 2 to find the first synchronization signal of cell 2. Then the UE spends a duration of (L − 1)T syn to scan through beamforming pairs. The UE finds that SNR 2 < and thus does not proceed with decoding the system information block. Instead, UE stops examining cell 2 and proceeds to search for the next cell.
• UE repeats similar process for cells 3, ..., n − 1. None of the cells satisfies the stopping criteria.
• For searching cell n, UE first spends a time of Y n to find the first synchronization signal of cell n. Then the UE spends a duration of (L − 1)T syn to scan through beamforming pairs. The UE finds that SNR n ≥ and thus proceeds with decoding the system information block to extract the cell load information, which consumes a duration of Z n . After extracting cell load information, UE computes selection metric R n and finds that R n is not smaller than the connection threshold µ. So UE selects cell n and proceeds with random access and data communication in cell n. We assume that the selection metrics {R i } defined in (1) are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.). Denote by R the generic random variable for {R i } with cumulative distribution function F R (x). We further assume that the second moment of R exists. After searching n cells, the UE may select the best cell for the data communication. Accordingly, UE may expect that the amount of downlink bits that it can receive equals
where W denotes the channel bandwidth. Searching for more cells increases the probability of finding a better cell, since U n is monotonically increasing with n. However, increasing the number n of searched cells also increases the duration of the overall communication period T n . The tradeoff naturally raises the question: How many cells should the UE search before it stops searching and starts the random access procedure and data communication?
If the same cell search and selection rule is used across m communication periods, the total number of downlink bits that the UE can receive equals m k=1 U n(k) , where n(k) denotes the number of cells searched in the k-th period. Accordingly, the duration of the m periods equals m k=1 T n(k) . Therefore, the throughput (bit/s) equals m k=1 U n(k) / m k=1 T n(k) . Letting m → ∞, by the law of large numbers, the ergodic throughput equals
Denoting the set of admissible cell search and selection rules by
our objective is to find an optimal stopping rule N under the proposed cell search and selection scheme to obtain the maximum ergodic throughput λ . Mathematically, the throughput optimization problem is written as follows:
IV. THROUGHPUT OPTIMAL STOPPING OF INITIAL CELL SEARCH AND SELECTION A. THRESHOLD POLICY ACHIEVES THE OPTIMAL THROUGHPUT
In this section, we characterize the throughput optimal stopping strategy N and the attained maximum throughput λ .
To this end, we first derive the expected duration of a typical communication period in Lemma 1. Lemma 1: The expected duration E[T n ] of a communication period with n searched cells is given by
Proof: By the expression (2) of T n and the linearity of expectation, we have that
where in the last equality we have used the fact that Z i and SNR i are independent. By the assumptions in Section III-A, it is clear that
By the assumption in Section III-B, we have that
It follows that
Plugging (8) and (10) into (7) yields (6).
While Lemma 1 characterizes the expected duration of a communication period, during which the UE searches n cells and selects a cell for the random access and data communication, different stopping rules yield different numbers of searched cells that possibly vary across communication periods. With Lemma 1, we are now in a position to derive the optimal stopping rule in Proposition 1.
Proposition 1: The optimal stopping rule for the throughput maximization problem (5) is given by
where λ is the unique maximum throughput. Further, λ is the solution to the following fixed point equation:
where (x) + max(x, 0). Proof: We first solve the associated ordinary optimal stopping problem:
where λ is an arbitrary positive number. The duration of searching for cell 1 equals Y 1 + (L − 1)T syn + Z 1 I(SNR 1 ≥ ). If the UE stops searching and selects cell 1 for the random access and data communication, it can receive U 1 = R 1 I(SNR 1 ≥ ) information bits. If instead the UE continues to search for more cells from this point, the U 1 bits are not transmitted and the time Y 1 + (L − 1)T syn + Z 1 I(SNR 1 ≥ ) has passed. In the search of cell 2, the problem starts over again, implying that the problem is invariant in time. Generalizing this to stage n, if the UE stops searching and selects the best cell from the n searched cells for the random access and data communication, it obtains a utility of U n −λT n . If the UE continues to search for more cells, it obtains a utility of V (λ) − λ(T n−1 + Y n + (L − 1)T syn + Z n I(SNR n ≥ )). By the optimality equation of dynamic programming [36] ,
To obtain the maximum utility V (λ), the UE can stop searching once the currently achievable utility is not less than the maximum expected utility that is obtained with continuing. In other words, the UE can stop searching if
Adding λT n to both sides of (15) yields that
Therefore, the optimal stopping strategy for the associated ordinary optimal stopping problem is given by
Next we characterize V (λ). Adding λT n−1 to both sides of (14) yields that
where we have plugged E[Y i ] and E[Z i ] (c.f. (8) and (10)) into the last equality. Rearranging the terms in (18) yields that
By Theorem 1, Chapter 6 in [22] , we know that N is an optimal stopping rule that attains the maximum throughput λ in the throughput optimization problem (5) if and only if N is an optimal stopping rule for the ordinary optimal stopping problem (13) with λ = λ and V (λ ) = 0. Plugging V (λ) = 0 into (19) yields (12) . Letting V (λ) = 0 in (17) yields the optimal stopping strategy in (11) .
The left side of (12) is continuous in λ and decreasing from E[U + n ] to zero, while the right side of (12) is continuous in λ and increasing from 0 to +∞. Hence, there is a unique solution λ . This completes the proof.
Proposition 1 implies that the optimal stopping rule is a pure threshold policy: The initial cell search and selection process stops once the maximum of the expected numbers of downlink bits of the n searched cells exceeds an optimized threshold, i.e., U n = WT data max i=1,...,n R i I(SNR i ≥ ) ≥ λ (T ra +T data ). (20) In fact, we can tighten the conclusion and show that the initial cell search and selection process can stop based on the currently examined cell only, as summarized in Proposition 2.
Proposition 2: The optimal stopping rule for the throughput maximization problem (5) is given by
Proof: We first claim that the rule (11) is equivalent to the ruleN = min{n ≥ 1 :R n ≥ ρ}, where for notational simplicity we definê
and ρ = λ (T ra + T data ). This can be shown by induction. Clearly, at stage 1 the stopping rule (11) (11) andN are the same stopping rules. Further, it is obvious that N is equivalent to the rule (21) . Now we have shown that the optimal initial cell search and selection rule is to select the first cell satisfyingR n ≥ ρ. In particular, it is not necessary to recall any of the previously scanned cells, and the fixed point equation (22) can be derived along the same line of the proof of Proposition 1.
Proposition 2 implies that not only is the optimal stopping rule a pure threshold policy but also the optimal stopping is based on the currently examined cell n only, i.e.,
In other words, it is not necessary to recall any previously scanned cells: Simply select the cell scanned at the stopping stage N . This is a desirable feature in practical systems.
In particular, due to e.g., the time varying radio environment, UE mobility, and clock drift, the synchronization with an earlier cell and/or the extracted cell load information might become outdated. Choosing the most recently scanned cell avoids such nuisances.
B. AN EXAMPLE WITH BINARY SELECTION METRIC
Now we have shown that the proposed initial cell search and selection scheme detailed in Section II is throughput optimal if the connection threshold µ is chosen to be T ra +T data WT data λ . The threshold however does not admit a closed-form solution and involves solving the fixed point equation (22) . In what follows, to gain insights we consider a special case in Corollary 1 where the selection metric of each cell only takes two values.
Corollary 1: Assume that SNR i ≥ , ∀i, and that R = R max with probability q and R = 0 with probability 1 − q. The maximum throughput λ is given by
with the optimal stopping strategy given by N = min{n ≥ 1 :
Proof: Since SNR i ≥ , ∀i, R = R max with probability q and R = 0 with probability 1 − q, we have
Also we have
By Proposition 2, we further have
Solving the above equation for λ yields the expression given in (25) . For the stopping threshold, from Proposition 2, we know it equals λ (T ra +T data ) WT data . Plugging in the expression (25) , we have
where φ is defined in (26) . This completes the proof. Several remarks on the results in Corollary 1 are in order. Remark 1: The numerator qWT data R max in (25) is the expected number of information bits that UE can receive in the downlink in a communication period. The denominator in (25) is the expected duration of a communication period including the expected synchronization time (L − 1 2 )T syn , the expected time T sib −T syn 2 of extracting cell load information, the expected time qT ra of the random access procedure, and the expected time qT data of data communication. Therefore, with the optimal stopping strategy the UE makes the right decision in initial cell search and selection and achieves the optimal throughput given in (25) .
Remark 2: The optimal stopping rule is a pure threshold policy: the UE stops searching and selects the currently scanned cell if R n /R max ≥ 1 1+φ . We can see that the the threshold is determined by the ratio φ of the expected cell search time ((L − 1 2 )T syn + T sib −T syn 2 )/q and the expected time T ra +T data used in the random access and data communication. Intuitively, the longer the data communication, the higher the threshold, i.e., the UE is more cautious in cell selection and is willing to search for more cells. In contrast, the longer the expected cell search time, the lower the threshold. This is because the overhead of searching for a cell becomes higher. As a result, the UE should decrease its threshold and stops earlier.
Remark 3: The maximum throughput can be written as
which shows the dependency of the maximum throughput on the ratio φ of the expected cell search time ((L − 1 2 )T syn + T sib −T syn 2 )/q and the expected time T ra + T data used in the random access and data communication. Intuitively, the higher the ratio φ, the lower the maximum throughput, due to the increased cell search overhead.
Remark 4: Note that the threshold of the optimal stopping (21) may not be unique, though the maximum throughputλ is unique. The binary selection metric taking either value R max or 0 in Corollary 1 is one such example. In particular, any value in (0, R max ] can be used as a threshold to achieve the maximum throughput.
C. AN ALTERNATIVE CHARACTERIZATION OF THE OPTIMAL THROUGHPUT
Proposition 2 characterizes the optimal throughput via the fixed point equation (22) . In this section, we derive an alternative characterization of the optimal throughput. The alternative characterization will pave the way for developing an iterative algorithm to compute the solution to the fixed point equation (22) .
Denote byR the generic random variable for {R n } defined in (23) and by FR(x) the cumulative distribution function ofR. The following Corollary 2 readily follows.
Corollary 2: With the throughput optimal stopping in initial cell search and selection, the following results hold.
1) The stopping time N is geometrically distributed with parameter 1 − FR(λ (T ra + T data )).
2) The distribution of the stopped random variable U N is given by
with x ≥ λ (T ra + T data ). Proof: From Proposition 2, we know that UE stops searching and selects cell n ifR n ≥ λ (T ra + T data ). It follows that the number N of searched cells is geometrically distributed with parameter 1 − FR(λ (T ra + T data )). At the throughput optimal stopping time N , U N =R N . Further, the distribution ofR N is a conditional distribution that results from restricting the domain of the distributionR to x ≥ λ (T ra + T data ). This completes the proof.
With Corollary 2, we are now in a position to derive the alternative characterization of the optimal throughput in the following Proposition 3.
Proposition 3: With the throughput optimal stopping in initial cell search and selection, the maximum throughput λ is given by
where η L − 1 2 T syn + 1 2 (T sib − T syn )P(SNR ≥ ). Proof: By Lemma 1, we have
By the first result in Corollary 2, we have
By the second result in Corollary 2, we have
Plugging (34) , (35) , and (36) (33) . Proposition 3 provides an alternative fixed point equation (33) whose solution is the maximum throughput. It also suggests one possible numerical iterative algorithm to solve for λ . Denote by t the iteration index. Replacing the λ on the left hand side of (33) by λ[t + 1] and the λ on the right hand side of (33) by λ[t] yields that
.
This iterative method is in essence a variation of Newton's method with all iterations using a unit step size. The following Proposition 4 formally establishes the convergence of the iterative equation (37). Proposition 4: For any initial value λ [0] > 0, the sequence {λ[t]} generated by the iterative equation (37) converges to the maximum throughput λ .
Proof: For notational simplicity, denote by
. 
In other words, λ ∞ is also the solution to the fixed point equation (8) whose solution is the maximum throughput λ . Since the solution is unique, we must have λ ∞ = λ .
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we provide simulation results to demonstrate the analytical results and obtain insights into how the various system parameters affect the throughput optimal initial cell search and selection. In the simulation, the load value broadcast by each cell i is β i = 1 M i +1 , where recall M i is the number of active UEs served by BS i. The received SNR from BS i equals SNR i = g · L · SNR avg , where g models log-normal shadowing and L models the beamforming gain. The specific parameters used are summarized in Table 1 unless otherwise specified. Figure 4 shows a sample trace of initial cell search and selection. As the number n of searched cells increases, the cell search time T n increases. Note that the cell search time T n is not a simple linear function of the number n of searched cells (though visually a linear relationship is shown in Figure 4 ). In particular, the cell search of each cell may consist of two parts: synchronization and cell load information reading. If the received SNR is below the threshold , UE does not proceed with reading the load information after synchronization. The exact relationship is given in (2) excluding the last two terms T ra and T data . Figure 4 also shows that the amount of downlink bits that UE may expect to receive is a non-decreasing function of the number n of searched cells, which is intuitive. To sum up, Figure 4 illustrates the tradeoff in searching for more cells in initial cell search and selection: Scanning more cells increases the probability of finding a better cell but at the cost of more overhead time spent on cell search.
In Figure 5 , we study how the throughput performance varies with the stopping selection metric threshold R i under different numbers L of beamforming pairs. The data communication time is T data = 10 s, and the mean number of active UEs per cell equals 10. For each number of beamforming pairs, Figure 5 clearly shows that there exists an optimal stopping threshold that achieves the maximum throughput. The maximum throughput increases when the number of beamforming pairs increases from 4 to 16 and to 64, but it decreases when the number of beamforming pairs increases from 64 to 256. This is because there is a tradeoff when increasing the number of beamforming pairs. Increasing the number of beamforming pairs increases the beamforming gain and in turn improves the received SNR. But increasing the number of beamforming pairs also increases the synchronization time spent on cell search since more beamforming pairs need to be scanned.
From Figure 5 , we can see that the optimal stopping selection metric threshold increases noticeably when the number of beamforming pairs increases from 4 to 16. So does the maximum throughput. This suggests that in this regime increasing beamforming gain is quite instrumental and much outweighs the cost of more time spent in cell search. In particular, UE can afford to search for more cells before camping on a cell and thus can set a higher stopping selection metric threshold. In contrast, when the number of beamforming pairs increases from 16 to 64 and to 256, the optimal stopping selection metric threshold stays almost invariant and the maximum throughput does not change much. This suggests that in this regime the benefit from increasing the beamforming gain becomes saturated and is also offset by the increased overhead time in cell search. In Figure 6 , the setup is the same as in Figure 5 except that the data communication time is increased by 4 times to 40 s. Comparing Figure 6 to Figure 5 , we can see that for each number L of beamforming pairs, the maximum throughput with T data = 40 s in Figure 6 is larger than its corresponding part with T data = 10 s in Figure 5 . This agrees with intuition: As the data communication time increases, the relative time overhead of cell search and random access becomes smaller, resulting in higher throughput. Further, for each number L of beamforming pairs, the optimal selection metric threshold with T data = 40 s in Figure 6 is larger than its counterpart with T data = 10 s in Figure 5 . This is because the relative time overhead of cell search becomes smaller as the data communication time increases. As a result, UE can set a higher stopping selection metric threshold to search for more cells before camping on a cell.
In Figure 7 , the setup is the same as in Figure 5 except that the mean number of active UEs per cell is decreased by 2 times to 5. Since β i = 1 M i +1 , the expected scheduling probability of each cell i is statistically larger in Figure 7 than in Figure 5 . In other words, the load in Figure 7 is statistically lighter than in Figure 5 . Comparing Figure 7 to Figure 5 , we can see that the throughput values in Figure 7 are about twice as large as their counterparts in Figure 5 , agreeing with intuition. Accordingly, for each number L of beamforming pairs, the optimal selection metric threshold in Figure 6 is larger than its counterpart in Figure 5 . One interesting observation is that in Figure 7 the maximum throughput with L = 16 is larger than the maximum throughput with L = 64. The converse is true in Figure 5 . This suggests beamforming gain is more instrumental in improving the throughput performance when the load is heavier. When the load is light, the throughput values are high since UE has access to more radio resources, and thus the beamforming gain becomes less important.
In Figure 5 , Figure 6 , or Figure 7 , it can be observed that the throughput performance becomes less sensitive when the numbers L of beamforming pairs increases. This is because as the number L of beamforming pairs increases, the radio channels become ''hardened'' and the relative variation of the received SNR reduces. As a result, less opportunism may be exploited by choosing an optimized selection threshold.
In Figure 8 , we compare the throughput performance attained by the proposed cell search and selection scheme with optimal stopping to the performance of several other cell search and selection strategies. The first scheme is the max-received-power association, where UE scans a number of cells and then selects the one that yields the maximum received power. The second scheme is to scan a fixed number of cells and then selects the one that yields the largest selection metric. For either the max-received-power association or the max-selection-metric association, we consider two values for the number of searched BSs in Figure 8 : 10 and 30. Figure 8 shows that the max-received-power association has the worst performance since it only takes into account the received power but ignores the important load factor. The max-selection-metric association takes into account both the received power and the load, but its stopping strategy of searching a fixed number of BSs is suboptimal. The throughput performance is optimized when the association is based on the proposed selection metric combined with the derived optimal stopping rule.
Finally, we compare our proposed scheme with the existing 5G NR cell selection scheme specified in the 3GPP technical specification 38.304 [34] . For simplicity, we assume that each cell uses a different radio frequency channel. According to the 3GPP technical specification 38.304 [34] , once the UE finds a suitable cell, the UE selects the cell. The main criterion for a cell to be suitable is that the received SNR from the cell needs to be greater than a threshold. We call the threshold stopping SNR since the UE may stop searching if it finds a cell in which its received SNR is greater than the threshold. Figure 9 shows the throughput performance of the existing 5G NR cell selection scheme under different values of stopping SNR:−6 dB, −1 dB, 4 dB, and 9 dB. We can see that the throughput performance of the proposed cell selection scheme outperforms the existing 5G NR cell selection scheme for every value of the stopping SNR.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have studied initial cell search and selection in 5G networks. We propose a load-aware initial cell search and selection scheme, which is simple yet powerful. It equips the networks with a powerful access control method that facilitates load balancing. We also formulate a throughput optimization problem using the optimal stopping theory. We characterize the throughput optimal stopping strategy and the attained maximum throughput. The results show that the proposed initial cell search and selection scheme is throughput optimal with a carefully optimized connection threshold.
This work can be extended in a number of ways. The selection metric investigated in this paper is a function of SNR. One may consider extending this metric to incorporate the effect of interference. Collisions in random access that is part of initial access procedure are not considered in this paper. It will be of interest to explore the impact of collisions on the performance. In addition, in this paper we assume a round-robin scheduling approach, where the load information β i equals the inverse of the number of connected UEs, for proof-of-concept of the proposed cell search and selection scheme. In future emerging 5G scenarios, one may consider a more weighted scheduling approach, targeting energy efficiency as one of several other metrics. Factoring in a more sophisticated scheduling approach to better represent future emerging 5G scenarios is an interesting direction for future work.
